Applications are invited for the post of Assistant Professor (03) in the Department of Mechanical Engineering, Z.H. College of Engineering & Technology for running the B.E. (Evening) Course for the session 2018-2019. The appointment will be made as Assistant Professor (Contractual) on fixed salary as per UGC norms only for one Academic Session i.e., 2018-2019.

**Essential Qualification:**

1st Class Master's Degree in appropriate Branch of Engineering & Technology

**Desirable:** without prejudice to the above, the following conditions may be considered desirable:

1. Ph. D in the relevant subject with a minimum of five published research papers
2. Throughout first class academic career
3. Teaching experience in a reputed organization

i) Prescribed application forms (local) may be obtained from the Website of the Registrar, AMU, Aligarh (amuregistrar.ac.in) & the duly completed forms along with the prescribed fee of Rs. 300/- may be submitted to the office of the Dean, Faculty of Engineering & Technology, AMU, Aligarh on or before 25 June, 2018 during all office hours except Friday and on Friday from 8:00 A.M. to 12:00 Noon.

ii) Persons who are already in service should send their applications through proper channel otherwise their applications will not be entertained. The candidates are required to enclose self attested copies of the testimonials, publication, degrees, marksheets in support of marks obtained. Incomplete applications & those received late will not be entertained. Further candidates should clearly write the address of the employer and the Telephone Numbers of themselves, if any.

**Important Note:** The Interview of all eligible candidates will be held on 05.07.2018 at 10:00 A.M. in the office of the Dean, Faculty of Engineering & Technology, AMU, Aligarh. No separate interview letter will be issued & No TA/DA will be paid to the candidates.

(Prof. Badrul Hasan Khan)
Dean
Faculty of Engineering & Technology
AMU, Aligarh-202 002

**DISTRIBUTION**

1. Principal, Engineering College/ University Polytechnic/ Women's Polytechnic
2. All Chairpersons, Department of Studies
3. Coordinator BE (Evening) Course
4. Dean's of the Faculties/ DSW
5. **Director, Computer Centre to upload on the University Website**
6. Registrar/ Joint Registrar (Exec./Admin) / Academic
7. Assistant Registrar (Selection Committee)
8. A.R. VC's Secretariat for kind information of the VC